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I want to bring modern development practices and human-first culture design to world-class ops 
teams to make engineering practice more effective, efficient, and sustainable. I’m a staff 
operations and infrastructure engineer with extensive experience building collaborative solutions 
to infrastructure provisioning, monitoring, and deployment problems. Let me help your teams 
change the way you see engineering. 
 

Experience 
Staff Infrastructure Operations Engineer, Travis CI, Remote/Berlin (2017.7-Present) 
As a staff operations engineer leading Travis CI’s build environment team, I worked on projects 
that improved the performance and reliability of the customer-facing infrastructure across 
multiple cloud platforms, as well as leading company-wide initiatives to scale up engineering 
effectiveness on both technical and cultural levels. 

● Significantly improved customer experience and usability on MacOS platform by 
completing a major data center migration and upgrade 

● Led the automation of MacOS build image creation and patching, greatly reducing 
engineering overhead and allowing for much faster infrastructure updates 

● Championed initiatives to add more rigor to engineering practices, including operability 
reviews, blameless incident reviews, and decision-making process improvements 

 
Senior Operations Engineer, Etsy, New York (2014.8-2017.7) 
I helped shape Etsy’s engineering organization by leading projects to improve workflows and 
tooling for a variety of teams, managing and designing systems that have scaled with 
organizational growth, and building a culture of cross-team empathy and collaboration while 
championing Etsy’s blameless engineering culture to the wider devops community. 

● Led design and implementation of various improvements to server provisioning tools 
including a web interface, log visibility, bulk build capabilities, and numerous reliability 
improvements including orchestrated deployment and a test suite 

● Led a series of improvements to Chef usage across 4000+ nodes, including chef-client and 
server upgrades, switching to omnibus chef-client installation, creating analytics and 
audits for compliance, and streamlining deployment processes 

● Managed multiple ELK clusters including monitoring and alerting, provisioning of new 
clusters, and multiple hardware/software upgrades with minimal impact to users 

● Researched and contributed to migration of various clusters and services from bare metal 
deployments to Kubernetes/Docker to improve reliability and infrastructure flexibility 

● As a designated ops engineer for Hadoop/big data teams, led efforts in capacity planning, 
configuration management, and migration between data centers with minimal downtime 

● Contributed to open-source tools such as knife-spork, nagios-herald, and ELK-utils 
● Participated in a 24/7 on-call rotation, led initiatives to reduce alert noise and fatigue, and 

maintained monitoring infrastructure with Ganglia, Graphite, and Nagios. 
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Operations Engineer, GameChanger Media, New York (2013.3-2014.8) 
At GameChanger I guided operations engineering efforts that allowed infrastructure and services 
to scale with company growth and developed relationships and tooling to allow developers to work 
more effectively and collaboratively. 

● Reduced AWS infrastructure costs by creating an instance reservation plan, automating 
cleanup of database backup snapshots, and implementing autoscaling 

● Implemented more reliable, cost-efficient, and developer-friendly logging and monitoring 
● Wrote Sensu handlers for Datadog and Splunkstorm for more robust monitoring 
● Managed an 8TB MongoDB cluster, including upgrades and shard expansion 
● Streamlined server provisioning by building tools used by all engineering teams 
● Improved consistency across the entire EC2-based infrastructure with Chef 

 
 

System Administrator, Livestream, New York (2012.4-2013.3) 
As the first member of Livestream’s NYC-based operations team, I led the growth of that team and 
guided efforts to implement proactive monitoring and operability as infrastructure grew. 

● Improved site reliability and brought two platforms into compliance with SLAs  
● Created and maintained python scripts for infrastructure monitoring and site automation 
● Managed infrastructure across bare metal, Xen virtual machines, and Amazon EC2, and 

developed tooling migrate VMs for increased performance and reliability 
● Automated and tested infrastructure configuration using Puppet and git 
● Improved efficiency of system and application monitoring using graphite, monit, snmpd, 

Nagios, Zenoss, and Cacti 
 

Operations Engineer, ShopWiki Corp, New York (2010.9-2012.4) 
While serving as ShopWiki’s sole operations engineer, I led a variety of efforts to improve the 
efficiency and reliability of the organization’s infrastructure, including configuration 
management, build and test automation, and hardware configuration. 

● Increased site uptime from one to three 9s while lowering costs by over 15% 
● Managed servers in two data centers throughout the entire hardware lifecycle, including 

capacity planning, high availability architecture, and hardware migration 
● Designed and implemented automated server provisioning, configuration management, 

and deployment solutions  
 
 

System/Software Engineer, Workstations R&D, Hewlett-Packard, Colorado (2006.5-2010.9) 
Within HP’s R&D engineering organization I built and maintained relationships with multiple 
teams and vendors to design and verify solutions to complex systems engineering problems. 

● Managed qualification of several DisplayPort adapter solutions and assisted with 
qualification of other new graphics technologies and solutions 

● Designed and executed manual and automated test plans to qualify hardware, firmware, 
display adapters, and driver components with internal and external partners 

● Managed vendor relationships to drive identification and resolution of issues  
● Wrote and chapters on software RAID, Xen virtualization in Linux, and hardware RAID for 

the Linux User Manual and presented hardware and software RAID support training 
● Improved test efficiency by adding functionality, organizing, and automating test suites 

 

http://www.hp.com/support/linux_user_manual


Education 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (Honors), Colorado State University (2008) 

 

Technical Skills 

Development primarily in ruby, python, and bash; installing, provisioning, and operating 
Centos/RHEL and Ubuntu/Debian linux servers both on premises and through GCE and AWS cloud 
providers; orchestration and configuration management with Chef, Puppet, Terraform, Packer, 
Docker, and Kubernetes; monitoring and observability with Nagios, Sensu, Graphite, Ganglia, ELK, 
and Honeycomb; CI/CD with git, Jenkins, and Travis CI. 

 

Core Skills 
Post-mortem facilitation in a blame-aware culture; writing for technical and non-technical 
audiences; sustainable on-call rotation design management; alert design; code reviews; 
architecture reviews and system design; coaching and mentoring of new and junior team 
members; tool and process management throughout organizational lifecycles; growing 
well-structured distributed engineering organizations with devops principles. 

 

Selected Publications 
● Book: Effective DevOps (with Jennifer Davis), O’Reilly Media (June 2016) 
● Crafting Sustainable On-Call Rotations, Increment (2017) 
● Putting the Dev in DevOps, Code as Craft (2016) 
● ELK Operations and Administration, SysAdvent (2015) 
● Adding Context to Alerts with nagios-herald, SysAdvent (2014) 

 

Selected Talks 
I have spoken at and keynoted many industry conferences including Velocity, The Lead Developer, 
Monitorama, CodeMania, CraftConf, and multiple devopsdays events.  
 

Heretical Resilience: To Repair is Human, QCon, New York (2018.6) 
Described the Apache Snafu written about in the SNAFUCatchers’ Stella Report and shared 
practical suggestions for growing organizational resilience in an engineering environment. 
 

Growing an Engineering Organization w/ Effective Devops, Lead Developer, New York (2017.2) 
Spoke about devops principles and their application throughout an organizational lifecycle, as well 
as techniques for maintaining a devops culture within a growing engineering organization. 

 

How to Teach an Old Monitoring System New Tricks, Monitorama, Portland, OR (2016.6) 
Discussed techniques for scaling a monitoring and alerting infrastructure based on Nagios, along 
with considerations around alert design and sustainable on-call experiences. 

 

Putting the Dev in Devops, CodeMania, Auckland, New Zealand (2016.4) 
Talked about integrating software development best practices to traditional operations domains, 
improving testing, deployment, and maintainability of hardware provisioning tooling. 

 

Slides and video from additional talks are available at https://ryn.works/speaking. 
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